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 This study aims to use the Rasch model stacking analysis technique to assess 
students' statistical reasoning abilities in descriptive statistics learning utilizing a 
TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach in Nias cultural environment. 
This research is a quasi-experimental study that uses pre-and post-test control 
group designs. The stacking technique is used to examine how students' statistical 
reasoning abilities change in the presence of the intervention. The sample for this 
study is students in the 12th year at Gunungsitoli High School in the Nias Islands, 
Sumatera Utara region. Students are administered an exam that consists of five 
essay questions. Their responses are evaluated using a rubric that incorporates 
diagnostic criteria and a response certainty index. The data is analyzed using the 
Rasch Partial Credit Model with WINTSTEPS 4.5.5. The results indicate that 
students in the experimental group improved their statistical reasoning abilities 
more than students in the control group when they used TinkerPlots-assisted 
ethnomathematics in Nias cultural environment (the group with an ordinary 
learning approach). Along with the intervention, it is discovered that changes in 
student learning capacities are achievable in some situations due to pupils 
receiving the correct response or cheating. In other circumstances, pupils who 
undergo negative changes may respond inappropriately due to carelessness, 
boredom, or misconceptions. Additionally, these findings demonstrate that some 
children provide correct responses following intervention on certain items. 
According to the findings of this study, stacking analysis approaches are critical for 
describing each change in student abilities as a result of each person and each item. 
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A. INTRODUCTION  

Statistical reasoning ability is part of mathematical reasoning ability. Reasoning itself 

includes abilities such as observing or assessing a chain of arguments, carrying out a verifying 

process related to obtaining, and finding out the differences between the results of evidence 

carried out and other reasoning processes, as well as revealing basic ideas related to arguments 

or certain statements, and designing arguments or statements from informal to formal form 

(Gürbüz & Erdem, 2016; Mumu & Tanujaya, 2019). Mathematical reasoning is a process of 

thinking to make decisions through critical and logical thinking. Mathematical reasoning is 

related to mathematical proof and the logical process accompanying it (Kilpatrick et al., 2009). 
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Mathematical reasoning is the main focus for teachers to help students understand 

mathematical concepts and apply them in solving mathematical problems. Statistical reasoning 

ability is an important part in developing students' mathematical abilities since statistics have 

a significant role in understanding data which will later be applied in the development of 

Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based technologies (Yaqoob et al., 2019). 

The data understanding eventually leads to the development of analytical skills on data closely 

related to statistics. Statistical data analysis aims to filter massive information so that later it 

can conclude valid and significant information used as further recommendations regarding the 

development of a system (Setiawan & Sukoco, 2021). 

Statistical reasoning ability is essential for high school students because it has an impact 

on the understanding process in other scientific fields (Sharma, 2017). Statistical reasoning 

ability is closely related to students who have good statistical understanding and reasoning 

skills which will provide convenience in carrying out statistical modelling (Aridor & Ben-Zvi, 

2018b; Justice et al., 2018). In addition, statistical reasoning ability is also closely related to 

mathematical communication skills. It will be noticed when a problem presenting a description 

of a graph or table of statistical data is assigned to the students (Hughes et al., 2020). The 

research conducted by Lepak, et al (2018) finds that students with low mathematical 

communication skills would have difficulty in expressing mathematical problems based on 

mathematical literacy and doing mathematical reasoning related to the given problem.  Im & 

Jitendra (2020) also studied 338 students who struggle with mathematical learning and 

discovered that students work to solve arithmetic problems that need mathematical reasoning 

ability. Additionally, Ramadhani and Evans (2022) claim that statistical reasoning ability is a 

mathematical talent that enables students to evaluate data, connect concepts, and explain 

statistical techniques. Additionally, statistical reasoning ability enables students to strengthen 

their grasp of the fundamental principles and logic and their practical capacity to select, create 

rapidly, and evaluate descriptive and inferential procedures (delMas, 2002; Garfield, 2002). 

Students who develop statistical reasoning abilities will develop a critical, analytical, 

responsible, and capable approach toward decision-making. 

Some of the previous research findings show that statistical reasoning ability plays a crucial 

role in the development of other students' mathematical abilities. In line with these findings, 

another fact is obtained that students' statistical reasoning abilities are low. On the world scale, 

Indonesian students are only in the bottom 6 for the 2018 PISA (Programme for International 

Student Assessment) assessment, and Indonesian students did not achieve an average score in 

the 2015 TIMSS (The Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study) assessment 

(Indonesia did not participate in the 2019 TIMSS assessment). If we look at the national 

assessment, it is found that 75.7% of Indonesian students do not have good mathematical 

literacy skills, which can be seen from the basic level achievement obtained by students - Level 

2. This is also in line with the fact that students' statistical reasoning abilities are low which is 

proven by the various distress of students in solving problems in statistical data. Mahdayani 

(2016) finds that only 8.3% of students are able to do the processing data and draw conclusions 

from the data presented. Furthermore, Mahdayani's findings (2016) also show that less than 

50% of students are able to understand the statistical data provided and only 16.5% of students 

are able to do statistical data transformation. This finding is also supported by the achievement 
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of student learning outcomes actualized from the assessment of the 2019 National Examination 

results which show that there is a decrease in the average score annually (Pusat Penilaian 

Pendidikan Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2022b). The findings are also supported 

by the low response process of students who answered correctly on statistical material 

compared to other mathematics materials in the 2019 National Examination (Pusat Penilaian 

Pendidikan Kementerian Pendidikan dan Kebudayaan, 2022a).  

Based on the facts and findings obtained, it is necessary to conduct further analysis related 

to the causes of the students' low statistical reasoning ability and why statistics subject is 

difficult to understand for students. The impact of the students' low statistical reasoning ability 

is not only seen in the results of the national exam and the mapping of teaching materials that 

are difficult for students to understand but also relates to the ability of students to manage their 

individual learning abilities. Moreover, it leads to anxiety and confusion even though they only 

solve a simple numerical problem (Ching et al., 2020). The tendency of students to memorize 

equations is one of the causes of students experiencing difficulties in the statistical reasoning 

process (Nuralam & Gadeng, 2018). Another reason is that students are not familiar to solve 

problems that are close to their traditions and culture. Students have been given informal 

problems related to statistical problems but they are not close to their traditions and culture. 

This condition makes it difficult for students to understand and reason the informal problems 

that are asked and the analytical procedures in accordance with the questions presented.   

Based on these, the integration of culture in learning mathematics, especially those related 

to learning descriptive statistics, needs to be carried out. Cultural integration in mathematics 

or often called ethnomathematics can be done using either cultural artifacts or cultural 

mentifacts. The informal problem presentations provided in the context of artifacts will help 

students to understand problems that are familiar in daily life. Mathematics actually cannot 

construct itself and is very dependent on aspects inherent in the culture in which humans 

develop and manage their lives (Risdiyanti & Prahmana, 2020; Utami et al., 2021). The 

integration of cultural aspects in learning mathematics helps students in constructing the 

knowledge gained through experience and utilizing it to construct new knowledge gained 

through the learning process. The concept of ethnomathematics is related to the motive where 

a certain culture (Ethno) actualizes the steps to calculate, conclude, compare, and classify a 

technique and idea that enables people in that culture to model the environment context nature, 

the social context in mathematical phenomena (D’Ambrosio, 2018; Orey & Rosa, 2021). 

Integrating the ethnomathematics context into descriptive statistical problems will help 

students develop their statistical reasoning abilities.  

The students' statistical reasoning abilities can also be developed through the support of 

Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the application of descriptive statistics 

learning, in addition to integrating the ethnomathematics context in presenting statistical 

problems. The application of ICT in the mathematics learning process has a role as a medium 

that not only help students find solutions to the problems through visual displays but also have 

an important role in increasing students' exploration abilities related to a given mathematical 

problem. The process of finding and solving mathematical problems will be student-centered 

and this is very beneficial for students to understand what points they have not mastered from 

the materials provided. The application of ICT in descriptive statistics learning helps students 
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explore the statistical data presented so that they can perform analysis and draw appropriate 

conclusions and understand the meaning of the statistical calculation process that has been 

carried out.  

One of the ICT media that can be applied to help students explore statistical data is 

TinkerPlots. TinkerPlots is a software used to analyze exploratory data related to descriptive 

statistics that is carried out by students based on project learning. The TinkerPlots has dynamic 

visualization aspects that support and construct the way students visualize statistical models. 

According to Konold & Lehrer (2008) and Rubin et al. (2006) the objects that students make 

with this software and the outcomes of their excursions to arrange and study the outputs are a 

type of dynamic mathematical representation that prompts and supports their thinking. 

Additionally, this program assists students in developing and strengthening their abilities to 

translate statistical problems into TinkerPlots models, produce data using the models, and 

solve statistical problems using the data provided by the TinkerPlots models (Biehler et al., 

2018; Rubin et al., 2006).  

Several studies related to ICT as a learning medium have been conducted and published. 

Some of them use GeoGebra (Dynamic Software-2D) in learning mathematics (Bhagat & Chang, 

2015; Günster & Weigand, 2020; Ramadhani & Narpila, 2018; Vahey et al., 2020); GeoGebra 

(Dynamic Software-3D) in learning mathematics (Velázquez & Méndez, 2021); Geometer's 

Sketchpad (Dynamic Software) in mathematics learning (Jungić et al., 2015; Mackrell, 2011; 

Soury-Lavergne & Maschietto, 2015); Desmos Mathematics Software (Hollebrands & Lee, 2020; 

Rocha, 2020); Cabri 3D in mathematics learning (Nurjanah et al., 2020); Autograph in 

mathematics learning(Bina et al., 2021; Moksin et al., 2018; Sari et al., 2020); and TinkerPlots 

in statistics learning (Aridor & Ben-Zvi, 2018a; Seloraji & Leong, 2016). Likewise, with studies 

that publish technology integration in various learning models. The integration of flipped 

classroom model with LMS-Google Classroom  (Ramadhani, 2020); flipped classroom model 

with SIGIL-based E-Modul (Ramadhani & Fitri, 2020); Guided Discovery Learning model 

assisted by Autograph (Ramadhani, 2017); problem-based model Autograph-assisted learning 

(Ridha et al., 2018); and GeoGebra-assisted project-based learning models (Suherman et al., 

2020).  

However, until now, there has been no research that integrates the ethnomathematics 

approach with technology, one of which is TinkerPlots. The TinkerPlots application also has a 

novelty and uniqueness in learning mathematics because it is devoted to helping students in 

the process of critical thinking, statistical reasoning, and creative thinking in statistical 

problems. Previous research has not conducted specific research to examine how changes in 

students' abilities before and after being given the application of technology-based learning. 

The previous research only focused on seeing the considerable improvements that occurred 

before and after implementing technology-based learning. Therefore, this study provides a new 

perspective by analyzing changes in students' abilities, especially statistical reasoning abilities 

using the Stacking-Rasch Model Measurement analysis technique. 

The application of informal problems and TinkerPlots in descriptive statistics learning 

based on the ethnomathematics approach is expected to assist students in developing their 

statistical reasoning abilities. In this study, the researchers focus on measuring the changes in 

statistical reasoning abilities of students who have received descriptive statistics learning using 
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an ethnomathematics approach assisted by TinkerPlots. This study analyzes the pattern of 

changes in the statistical reasoning ability of each student and the difference of changes in 

statistical reasoning abilities of students who are taught by applying the ethnomathematics 

approach assisted by TinkerPlots and those who are only taught using ordinary learning. Based 

on the description of the findings, facts, and solutions offered in this study, the problems raised 

in this study are: (1) Is there any significant change in the students' statistical reasoning 

abilities after being given a lesson in the experimental group and the control group?; and (2) In 

comparison, how do students' statistical reasoning abilities change through the intervention of 

the TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach and students who receive ordinary 

learning? 

 

B. METHODS 

This study aims to compare the amount to which students' statistical reasoning abilities 

can alter following the intervention using a quantitative method with a quasi-experimental 

design and a pre-test, post-test control group design. For five meetings, the researchers 

facilitate learning by administering tests and collecting data on the outcomes of treatments and 

assessments. The study sampled 72 12th-grade students from one of the city's high schools in 

Gunungsitoli, Nias islands, Sumatra Utara province. Following summarizes the demographic 

features of the research sample, as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Demographic Features of Research Sample 

Indicator The number of students Percentage 
Gender Male 41 56.94% 

Female 31 43.06% 
Age 15-16 years 10 13.88% 

17-18 years 58 80.56% 
> 18 years 4 5.56% 

 

The sample in this study is divided into two groups; the experimental group (a group of 

students who received an intervention using an ethnomathematical approach assisted by 

TinkerPlots) and the control group (a group of students who received an intervention using 

ordinary learning). The demographic features based on learning groups are displayed in Table 

2. 

Table 2. Demographic Features of Research Sample Based on Learning Group 

Learning Group Indicator The number of students Percentage 

Experiment 
Group 

Gender 
Male 15 41.67% 

Female 21 58.33% 

Age 
15-16 years 5 13.89% 
17-18 years 30 83.33% 
> 18 years 1 2.78% 

Control Group 

Gender 
Male 17 47.22% 

Female 19 52.78% 

Age 
15-16 years 5 13.89% 
17-18 years 28 77.78% 
> 18 years 3 8.33% 
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Based on Table 2, the number of students in the two learning groups is the same - 36 

students. The changes are analyzed based on the pre-test and post-test given to each learning 

group. The results of the pre-test and post-test are then analyzed using the stacking analysis 

technique as part of the Rasch Measurement Model and analyzed using the WINSTEPS software. 

Rasch Model Analysis is a type of measurement analysis that employs the Joint Maximum 

Likelihood Estimation (JMLE) equation to convert unstructured data to interval data (logit) 

(Soeharto, 2021). Rasch estimation is based on the interaction of item-person and probability 

estimation. The logit function can numerically express an item's interaction with a person or a 

student (log unit odd). The difficulty of the item and the person decide the chance of 

measurement concurrently, providing the item logit value (using each item's odd probability) 

and the person logit value (using the odd probability of each respondent). As a result, the 

probability is inversely proportional to the distance between two items (Boone, 2016; Boone 

et al., 2014). The Rasch analysis is used to overcome numerous challenges in this research by 

utilizing the Classical Test Theory (CTT). The Rasch analysis demonstrates that regardless of 

the item's difficulty level, the students' ability to measure remains constant. Still, the item's 

difficulty level remains constant irrespective of the students' knowledge (Ramadhani & Evans, 

2022). 

Rasch Model Measurement has developed various measurement models, ranging from 

straightforward dichotomous models to sophisticated tests. Stacking analysis is one of the data 

analyses performed in this study on the Rasch Model. Stacking analysis is a technique for 

vertically stacking pre-and post-test data (Combrinck et al., 2017). Each student has two rows 

of data, one for the pre-test and another for the post-test. The data set contains two instances 

of each student, although the applicable test item appears only once in the experimental and 

control groups. Due to the data location, the researcher can examine changes in individual 

students following the intervention. Each student is evaluated on the same test question, which 

enables comparisons between pre-and post-test ability. Students' abilities on each pre-post-

test item may be compared since the data is analyzed in a single measurement, creating an item 

measurement for each student and one item for the entire class (Laliyo, 2021; Uzun & Öğretmen, 

2021).  

This study collected pre-test data prior to administering the intervention to each learning 

group. Additionally, post-test data collecting occurs following the delivery of the intervention. 

The pre- and post-test items are constructed identically. The pupils complete the problems on 

the answer sheet provided. While collecting students' test results, the measurement data before 

to and following the test are still in the form of ordinal data. The Rasch Partial Credit Model 

(RPCM) is used to transform ordinal data to interval data with the same logit scale, helped by 

the WINSTEPS 4.5.5 software. The process of data transformation occurs as a result of data 

calibration on the ability and difficulty level of items within the same interval.  

The results of the pre-test and the post-test data analysis in logit values that have been 

analyzed by applying the stacking technique are then taken to test the significance of the 

changes that occur before and after the intervention. The significance test is carried out by 

applying the Man-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon test. The significance test using the Man-

Whitney U test and Wilcoxon test can be done if the students' data of the pre-test and post-test 

logit values are homogeneous and normally distributed. The hypothesis in this study is that the 
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students' statistical reasoning ability from pre-test to post-test in the group that receives the 

TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach intervention is changed positively and 

significantly.  

 

C. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

1. Rasch Analysis Properties of Instrument 

The test instrument applied in this research is a statistical reasoning ability test in five 

essay questions. The test instrument applied in this research is initially tested by applying a 

unidimensionality test, rating scale test, reliability test on both person and item, person 

separation index test, and validity test using Rasch Model Measurement analysis. The 

instrument is previously tested on 120 high school students who are not the sample in this 

study. The unidimensionality test is carried out to optimize the measurements constructed so 

that the resulting information is more focused on the measured attribute (in this case, the 

ability of statistical reasoning). The instrument's unidimensionality is critical in determining if 

the designed instrument can accurately measure what it is intended to measure (Laliyo, 2021). 

In the unidimensionality test, the residuals are subjected to Principal Component Analysis, 

which determines the extent to which the change in the instruments accurately measures what 

should be assessed (Sumintono & Widhiarso, 2015). Following summarizes the findings of the 

unidimensionality test on the statistical reasoning ability test instrument, as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3. Standarized Residual Variance in Eigenvalue Units (Unidimensionality Measure) 

 

The results presented in Table 3 show that the test instrument for the reasoning ability 

relatively has a good measure of unidimensionality. It shows that the raw variance 

measurement result is 60.0%. This value indicates that the unidimensionality requirement is 

excellent since the minimum value for this requirement is 20% and it is considered remarkable 

if it reaches more than 60%. Another value shown in Table 1 is the value of the raw unexplained 

variance (the unexplainable variance by the instrument), which ideally does not exceed 15%. 

Moreover, the results obtained in this study show a value of 5%. It means that the reasoning 

ability test instrument can effectively measure the students' statistical reasoning ability as it 

shows the value below 10%. 

The next stage is to test the rating scale. The rating scale is carried out to test whether the 

assessment criteria or the rating of students' reasoning abilities can be used or not. The Rasch 

model can provide conclusions for the rating assumptions applied in the statistical ability 

 Eigenvalue Observed Expected 

Total observed variance in raw form 12.5121 100%  100% 
Measures that account for raw variation 7.5121 60.0%  58.8% 
Person explains the raw variance. 4.0936 32.7%  32.1% 
The variance in raw values explained by items 3.4185 27.3%  26.8% 
Variance that is inexplicable in its raw form (total) 5.0000 40.0% 100.0% 41.2% 
Variation in the first contrast that is unexplained 1.9249 15.4% 38.5%  
Variation in the second contrast that is unexplained 1.1728 9.4% 23.5%  
Unaccounted-for variation in the third contrast 1.0128 8.1% 20.3%  
Unaccounted-for variation in the fourth contrast . 8815 7.0% 17.6%  
Unaccounted-for variation in the fifth contrast . 0087 . 1% . 2%  
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reasoning instrument, which can be observed from the Observed Average and Andrich 

Threshold. The results of the analysis as shown in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Summary of Category Structure  

Category 
Label 

Score 
Observed Observed 

Average 
Sample 
Expect 

INFIT 
MNSQ 

OUTFIT 
MNSQ 

Andrich 
Threshold 

Category 
Measure 

Rating 
Scale Count % 

1 1 4 1 − .99 −2.42 1.95 1.31 NONE (−6.38) 1 
2 2 148 25 −.80 −.88 1.03 1.03 −5.28 −2.91 2 
3 3 227 38 . 48 . 67 1.01 1.09 −.53 . 60 3 
4 4 162 27 2.39 2.26 . 80 . 76 1.79 2.93 4 
5 5 59 10 3.72 3.68 . 95 . 94 4.01 (5.18) 5 

OBSERVED AVERAGE is mean of measure in category. It is not a parameter estimate. 

 

Table 4 shows that the observed average starts from logit −.99 for the first rank (very poor 

statistical reasoning ability), logit −.80 for the second rank (poor statistical reasoning ability), 

logit . 48 for the third rank (fair statistical reasoning ability), logit 2.39 for the fourth rank (good 

statistical reasoning ability), and logit 3.72 for the fifth rank (excellent statistical reasoning 

ability)(Laliyo, 2021). 

Further testing is carried out to observe the reliability of both person and item. The 

reliability testing on the test instrument aims to find out how far the measurement generates 

consistent information in revealing latent traits or the nature of the measured unidimensional 

variables ur (Sumintono & Widhiarso, 2015). The results of the analysis are presented in 

summary statistics as shown in Table 5.   

 

Table 5. Reliability of Pearson and Item 

 Person (120) Item (5) 
Reliability . 74 . 98 
Separation 1.69 6.53 
Measure (SD) . 99 (.15) . 00 (.52) 
INFIT MNSQ . 97 . 99 
INFIT ZSTD −.06 −.21 
OUTFIT MNSQ . 97 . 97 
OUTFIT ZSTD −.04 −.32 
KR (20) =  .76   

 

Table 5 shows that the person reliability value is . 74 which is equivalent to the person 

separation index value of 1.69. It also shows that the consistency of students' responses to the 

statistical reasoning ability test instrument is quite good. The . 76 value of the Cronbach Alpha 

Coefficient (KR-20) indicates that there is good interaction between students and the statistical 

reasoning ability test instrument. This result indicates a strong correlation between students' 

responses and items, where the students' knowledge tends not to be fragmented so that it can 

be measured. Based on this result, it can be stated that the statistical reasoning ability test 

instrument is responsive and reliable enough to clearly distinguish students' statistical 

reasoning abilities. In addition, the acquisition of the item separation index value of 6.53 is 

quite high, equivalent to the item reliability value of . 98 . These results indicate that the 

consistency of the items is remarkable, or the items can be stated to meet the unidimensionality 
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requirements. These findings also point out that the items are able to competently define the 

measured variable. This conclusion is confirmed by the acquisition of INFIT and OUTFIT item 

values, most of which were within the acceptable range for the essay test (Bond & Fox, 2015).   

Table 5 also includes statistics on the person separation index. The person separation index 

is used to determine the degree to which the statistical reasoning ability test can discriminate 

between students' statistical reasoning abilities when presented with descriptive statistics 

content. The higher the value of the person separation index, the more likely it is that students 

will respond to items rationally. The item separation index indicates the degree to which things 

are widely distributed when classifying simple and difficult items. The more goods that are 

available, the better and more relevant they are (Boone et al., 2014). The person separation 

index (1.69) and item separation index(6.53) in this study reflect a reasonably wide range of 

statistical reasoning ability test instruments on the basis of person and item. This measure 

validates the statistical reasoning ability test as a valid and reliable instrument for assessing 

students' statistical reasoning abilities when presented with descriptive statistics content. 

The final test in the research instrument test is the validity test. The validity analysis is 

intended to test whether the statistical reasoning ability test instrument measures what it is 

intended to. The statistical reasoning ability test instrument is considered to have good 

construct validity if it is able to measure changes in the level of students' statistical reasoning 

ability (Chan et al., 2014, 2016). The first step of construct validity is to ensure that all items of 

statistical reasoning ability match the Rasch Model. An item is said to be a misfit if the obtained 

measurement results do not match the following criteria, there are: (i) the accepted value of 

Outfit Mean Square (MNSQ) is. 5 to 1.5 ; (ii) The accepted value of Outfit Z-Standard (ZSTD) is 

−2.0 to + 2.0; and (iii) The value of Point Measure Correlation (Pt. Mean Corr) is 0.4 to 0.85.  

Summary data are used in the instrument reliability testing. It is worth noting that the 

sample size has a significant effect on the ZSTD value. When a large sample size is employed, 

the ZSTD value is always more than three (ZSTD > 3). Thus, some experts advise against 

utilizing the ZSTD value in studies with a large sample size (N > 500)  (Boone et al., 2014; 

Sumintono & Widhiarso, 2015). Mean Square Residual (MNSQ) logit value indicates the 

magnitude of the item misfit effect. Outfit MNSQ and Infit MNSQ are also presented. Following 

summarizes the findings from the item statistics analysis, as shown in Table 6. 

 

Table 6. Item Statistics: Misfit Order 

Item Measure Outfit MNSQ Outfit ZSTD PTMEA CORR 
S1 1.80 1.27 1.71 . 39 
S2 . 35 . 97 −.17 . 83 
S3 −.20 . 84 −1.37 . 82 
S4 −.79 . 83 −1.44 . 81 
S5 −1.16 . 95 −.34 . 60 
Mean . 00 . 97 −.3  
P.SD 1.04 . 16 1.1  

 

The results of the item statistics analysis based on Table 6 show that all of the items have 

met the criteria for the Rasch model validity (S1: Item test number 1; S2: Item test number 2; 

S3: Item test number 3; S4: Item test number 4; and S5: Item  . The presentation of item statistics 

is also displayed in the Wright map presented in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1.  Wright Map Person (𝑁 = 120) and Item (𝑁 = 5) 

 

Based on Figure 1, all of the items in the statistical reasoning ability instrument cover most 

of the students' statistical reasoning abilities. There are only three students below the 2nd item 

(S2) difficulty level. Otherwise, most of the students are above the 1st (S1) and 3rd item (S3) 

where those items are the highest difficulty level. In addition, there are no items that are not in 

accordance with the student's ability. Overall, the difficulty of the items aligned with the 

construct.  

 

2. The Changes in Students’ Statistical Reasoning Skills of Descriptive Statistics 

The statistical reasoning test instrument that has proceeded through the instrument 

testing process can further be applied to measure changes in the statistical reasoning ability of 

the research sample. Based on the results of instrument testing, it is found that all of the 

instruments designed had met the criteria for instrument testing, which is five questions 
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related to statistical reasoning abilities. The statistical reasoning test instrument is then 

provided to the research sample; the students in the experimental group (receiving a learning 

intervention using TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach) and students in the 

control group (receiving a learning intervention using ordinary learning). The data collected 

during the intervention are analyzed using the Rasch Measurement Model and the Stacking 

analysis technique. The test results will provide a logit value that will be used to compare 

students' statistical reasoning abilities prior to and following the intervention. The logit value 

is calculated using the raw scores on tests administered to college students. Thus, the stacking 

technique used in the Rasch Model Measurement does not take into account the students' 

aggregate final score, but rather the results for each essay test taken by each student, in 

accordance with the application of the Item Response Theory (IRT). The following Wright Map 

illustrates the logit value changes in students' pre- and post-test scores in both experimental 

and control groups (Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

 
Figure 2.  Wright Map of Experiment Class 
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Figure 3.  Wright Map of Control Class 

 

Based on Figure 2 and Figure 3, it is found that the average change in logit value (pre-test 

and post-test) in the two groups is distinct. The average change in the experimental group logit 

value is higher than the average change in the control group logit value (5.335 >  4.664).  

Figure 2 shows that all students in the experimental group are higher than +2.00 and can solve 

problems in the difficult category - the first item (S1) and the second item (S2). It appears that 

student code PE23L (the student with code 23, male) is the student who has the lowest logit 

value during the pre-test with a value below −4.00  (the student's logit value is −4.42 ). 

However, it can be seen that during the post-test, the student code OE23L has a logit value 

change above +3.00 (OE23L logit value is +3.45). The same circumstance is also observed in 

the other student - the student code PE10L (student code 10, male) with logit values below 

−1.00 (the student's logit value is −1.50). However, in the post-test, the student code OE10L 

has the logit value change above +4.00 (the student's logit value is +4.78) and is the student 

having the highest post-test score in the experimental group. The student with the highest logit 

value (logit value +0.79) in the pre-test, the student code PE31P (students code 31, female), 

also experiences a change in the logit value in the post-test, which is above +3.00 (the student's 

logit value is +3.45) but does not achieve the optimal change in value as experienced by PE23L 

code student.  

Similar circumstances are also experienced by the students in the control group. Based on 

Figure 3, it appears that all students in the control group are above 0.00 logit value and can 

solve the easy category questions - the fifth item (S5). However, they still have difficulty solving 

the difficult category questions - the first item (S1). It appears that the student code PK08P 

(student code 08, female) is the student with the lowest logit value at the pre-test, which is 
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below −4.00 (the student's logit value is −4.11). However, there is a great change in the post-

test conditions, where student code OK08P obtains the logit value change above 0.00  (the 

student's logit value is +2.85). The changes by 08P are the optimal changes experienced by 

students from pre-test to post-test. The change in the pre-test and post-test scores that occurs 

in 08P is 6.96. There are other findings in Figure 3, where the student code PK30L (student 

code 30, male) also experiences a remarkable change in logit value in the pre-test with a logit 

value below −3.00 (the student's logit value is −3.48). In the post-test, student code OK30L 

experiences a logit value change below +1.00 (the student's logit value is +0.12). The other 

condition is found in student code PK34P, one of the students with the highest logit value in the 

pre-test, who has a logit value of −1.00 (the student's logit value is−1.75) and in the post-test, 

the student code OK34P experiences optimal and constant changes to become the student with 

the highest logit score – above +3.00 (the student's logit value is +3.38). Moreover, the student 

code K34P shows that student with good initial statistical reasoning abilities can take 

advantage of these abilities to improve their abilities further.  

The student code E23L in the experimental group experiences changes in the optimal logit 

value from pre-test to post-test. The optimal change in logit value is caused by the intervention 

carried out in the experimental group-TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach. The 

intervention given to the students in the experimental group provides a new learning 

experience and gives the students more flexibility in exploring the given problem. The students 

also seem to enjoy participating in learning activities using TinkerPlots. Andre et al. (2019) and 

Fitzallen (2013) agree that TinkerPlots obviously plays a major role in increasing students' 

motivation and interest in learning so that it has an impact on students' curiosity about solving 

problems. The curiosity also gives a positive response to students in improving the statistical 

reasoning experienced during solving informal problems based on the Nias cultural context. 

TinkerPlots is also very helpful for students to ensure that the statistical reasoning process 

carried out previously strengthens the hypotheses obtained by students in solving informal 

problems in Nias cultural context. Bakker et al. (2006) and Fitzallen & Watson (2010) conclude 

that TinkerPlots also assist students in supporting their further conceptual development.  

The condition experienced by student code K34P indicates that the student already has 

good statistical reasoning ability and the student does not experience difficulties in improving. 

These results conclude that the intervention given to students in the control group is not the 

only factor that plays a role in increasing students' statistical reasoning abilities, but the 

student's initial ability factor can also be a factor affecting the improvement obtained (ten Braak 

et al., 2022; Wyse & Mapuranga, 2009). The interventions carried out through ordinary learning 

do not provide new learning experiences to students, because the learning provided is no 

different from the regular learning. This condition makes students less enthusiastic and less 

motivated to participate in learning activities, but it cannot be denied that intervention through 

ordinary learning still provides changes in students' statistical reasoning abilities from pre-test 

to post-test.  

 

3. The Difference in Students’ Statistical Reasoning Skills of the Descriptive Statistics 

The students' statistical reasoning abilities are evaluated using a significance test of 

differences on descriptive statistics material utilizing pre- and post-test data collected from the 
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Person Statistics: Entry Order Rasch Model test. Prior to the test, the homogeneity and data 

normality of the pre- and post-test logit data (produced from the Person Statistics: Entry Order 

Rasch Model test) are determined. The results of the normality and homogeneity tests on the 

pre- and post-test logit data in the groups indicate that the data are not homogeneous or 

normally distributed. To determine the difference in ability between the experimental and 

control groups on the pre- and post-test, a non-parametric test, the Mann Whitney U Test, is 

used. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test is also used to examine the differences between non-

normally distributed data pairs. The Mann-Whitney U and Wilcoxon tests are employed in this 

study to assess if there is a statistically significant difference in statistical reasoning skills within 

and between experimental and control groups. The analysis's findings are presented in Tables 

7 and 8. 

 

Table 7. Mann-Whitney U Test Result Based on Students’ Pre-Test and Post-Test of Statistical 
Reasoning Ability in Experimental and Control Group (𝑝 < .05) 

Test 
Experimental Group 

(𝐍 = 𝟑𝟔) 
Control Group  

(𝐍 = 𝟑𝟔) 
U p 

Pre-Test −1.8108  3.5231 228.000 . 000 
Post-Test −2.8558 1.8083 31.000 . 000 
 

Table 8. Wilcoxon Test Result Based on Students’ Pre-Test and Post-Test of Statistical Reasoning 
Ability in Experimental and Control Group (𝑝 < .05) 

Group Pre-Test Post-Test Z p 
Experimental −1.8108  3.5231 −3.866𝑏  . 000 

Control −2.8558 1.8083 −5.188𝑏  . 000 
b Based on positive ranks 

 

Based on Table 7, the results of the Mann-Whitney U test show that there is a statistically 

significant difference between the results of the pre-test (U = 228.000, 𝑝 < .05) and the post-

test (U = 31.000, 𝑝 < .05)  in the experimental group and control group. The Wilcoxon test 

results in Table 6 also show that the experimental group and control group have statistically 

significant reasoning abilities based on the pre-test result (Z = −3.866𝑏 , 𝑝 < .05) and post-test 

results -test (Z = −5.188𝑏 , 𝑝 < .05) . Based on these results, it can be concluded that the 

statistical reasoning ability of the students in the post-test is much higher than in the pre-test 

for both groups. However, the improvement in statistical reasoning ability is better in the 

experimental group compared to the control group. These results mean that the research 

hypothesis is valid as the students' statistical reasoning ability from pre-test to post-test in the 

TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach group changes positively and significantly. 

The results also conclude that students who receive learning interventions using the 

TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics approach perform better than students experiencing 

ordinary learning. 

Based on the validation of the hypothesis, the intervention of the TinkerPlots-assisted 

ethnomathematics approach is effective to improve the statistical reasoning ability of high 

school students. This finding also supports research conducted by Seloraji & Leong (2016), 

Aridor & Ben-Zvi (2018b), and English & Watson (2015) that TinkerPlots helps students in 

understanding and reasoning statistical data presented visually, and solving statistical 
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problems. Risdiyanti & Prahmana (2020), Rosa & Orey (2017), and Putra (2018) also confirm 

that the application of ethnomathematics-based informal problems helps students understand 

mathematical problems through their traditions and culture. The integration of 

ethnomathematics also provides new learning experiences for improving students' behavior 

and personal factors so that they have a significant impact on improving students' 

mathematical abilities (Ramadhani et al., 2021).  

 

D. CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 

The stacking analysis on logit data shows that the statistical reasoning ability of students 

experiences significant changes before and after the intervention is given. It occurs in both 

students receiving learning interventions using the TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics 

approach and ordinary learning. This finding provides an interpretation that the learning 

intervention applied in the experimental group and in the control group is proven to be able to 

provide changes to the statistical reasoning ability of high school students. Interventions given 

to students are effective in helping students improve their statistical reasoning abilities. The 

stacking analysis also shows that changes in abilities experienced by students can be measured 

using data during pre-test and post-test without using the final data. The results of the stacking 

analysis provide new findings where students with any initial ability (in the pre-test condition) 

have the same opportunity to improve the ability (in the post-test) so that every intervention 

carried out still has an impact on the students' mathematical abilities. 

The findings obtained from the stacking analysis also support measuring the differences in 

students' statistical reasoning abilities in the pre-test and post-test in both groups using the 

difference test. The results of the difference test show that the students have higher reasoning 

abilities in the post-test than in the pre-test. This result is indeed obtained from the intervention 

given to both groups. The intervention provided has a significant impact and results in changing 

the students' abilities during the post-test. The results of the difference test also show that 

students who receive a learning intervention by the TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics 

approach are better than students who receive ordinary learning. This finding provides a 

meaningful interpretation where the application of the TinkerPlots-assisted ethnomathematics 

approach is effective in helping students improve their statistical reasoning ability. This study 

also proves that the application of the TinkerPlots application in mathematics learning has 

encouraged the development of students' statistical reasoning abilities. The stacking-Rasch 

Model technique manifests an effective way of examining data collected multiple times. 

Researchers who want to conduct research in developing the other mathematical abilities can 

employ this finding to obtain more significant analysis results on changes in student abilities 

during pre-test and post-test 
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